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Abstract 

Nowadays, direct computation of decimal logarithm is getting much importance. There are a 

lot of applications such as for the measurement of pH, earthquake intensity, optical density in 

spectrometry and optics, brightness of stars in astronomy, ratio of voltage and power (called 

bel) in telecommunications, electronics and acoustics, etc., requires direct computation of 

decimal logarithm. So, microprocessor and microcontroller manufacturing companies 

implemented decimal encoded architecture in the processor (e.g., IBM's POWER6 

microprocessor). Previously, in decimal logarithmic converters, decimal input is first 

converted to binary and then base-2 logarithm operations are performed and again results are 

converted back to decimal radix which introduces errors in the system due to the back and 

forth conversions of bases. To overcome this problem, a number of approaches have been 

proposed in the literature where digit-by-digit calculation based iterative approach has got 

popularity due to low power consumption of the system. State of the art researches have 

proposed using this approach for designing 32-bit and 64-bit logarithmic converter; however, 

there are many precision hungry applications, e.g., Tax calculation applications, scientific 

applications, etc., which requires highly precise logarithmic converter, for which precision is 

the main priority over the power consumption or circuit complexity or others performance 

matrix. This project proposes quadruple (128-bit) decimal logarithmic converter which is able 

to calculate decimal logarithmic value up to 34
th

 digit of Mantissa value accurately. Main 

components of the Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic Converter are master 

controller, power10 calculator, digit counter and shrinker modules. It has been designed using 

IEEE industry standard Verilog HDL. All the modules have been individually simulated 

using ModelSim software and their proper functionality was tested. Then, the modules have 

been integrated and simulated to ensure the desired functionality using a number of test set 

inputs. Each of the simulation result for each input has been compared with that of standard 

calculator’s output for the input which shows impressive accuracy. Finally the accuracy of 

the Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic Converter has been compared with that of 

other researchers which shows its superior performance in terms of precision.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

In the early of 17
th

 Century, John Napier: a Scottish mathematician introduced logarithm as a 

means to simplify calculations. Navigators, Scientists, Engineers and many others adopted 

logarithm to calculate easily. Since then various methods applied for the computation of 

logarithm. In the past, Log table and Slide rules was the most popular method for calculation 

of logarithm by hand [1]. But, precision was not enough to calculate using these tools. Later, 

present day notion of logarithm comes from Leonhard Euler; a Swiss mathematician, who 

connected them to exponential function in 18
th

 Century [1]. Two methods: Euler method and 

Taylor series expansion proposed by Mathematicians are used to calculate logarithm more 

precisely [1-2]. But, for developing real life applications, these mathematical methods are 

complex for machine to compute the logarithm. 

In computer systems, elementary function like logarithm plays an important role. Various 

applications, e.g., financial analysis, tax calculation, p
H 

measurement, earthquake intensity 

calculation in Richter scale, digital filters, power computations (dB), optical density in 

spectrometry and optics, brightness of stars in astronomy, Logarithmic Number Systems 

(LNS) etc., require direct calculation of decimal logarithm [3-6]. Most of the logarithmic 

converters are based on computing base-2 logarithms (i.e., binary logarithm) first and then, 

converting the binary logarithm to decimal logarithm based on logarithm base conversion 

formula. These back and forth conversions of bases also introduce errors on the system and 

some applications require direct calculation of decimal logarithm [3] [5]. 

1.2 Motivation 

Many researchers followed different methods for developing a logarithmic converter using 

digital circuits. A group of them used memory based lookup algorithm for fast computation 

of logarithm. Some others used iterative approaches using mathematical techniques [4]. 

Memory lookup based logarithm calculation techniques, e.g., ICSILog proposed and 

implemented in [7-8]; are fast. But, limitation of memory lookup based logarithm calculation 

is that the size of lookup table increases with the increment of precision level. Larger memory 

based system requires huge number of transistors and so they are power hungry and also, it is 

difficult to maintain a large lookup table. Some other memory based logarithmic converters, 
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proposed in [9] and [10], focused on the power consumptions of the system. Systems 

proposed in [9] and [10] are low power consumption logarithmic converter and both of them 

are 32-bit decimal logarithmic converter. A digit-by-digit computation based algorithm 

proposed in [6] and nearly similar algorithm proposed in [3], and [5] used for computation of 

decimal logarithm for 32-bit and 64-bit decimal numbers. As IEEE 754-1985 binary standard 

has been revised to IEEE 754-2008 standard where decimal floating point operation included, 

there is a scope for a Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter i.e., 128-bit Decimal 

Logarithmic Converter.  

Application that requires highly precise logarithmic values for which little change in 

precision is significant for the outcome, i.e., result requires highly precise logarithmic 

converter. The goal of the work is to design and implement a highly precise logarithmic 

converter, i.e., Quadruple Precision Logarithmic Converter. 

1.3 Objectives 

This project has following objectives: 

I. To design a quadruple precision decimal logarithmic converter using Verilog HDL 

II. To simulate the design and assess its performance. 

1.4 Organization of the Project 

Chapter 1 is the introduction about the proposed Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter, 

motivation and overview about the work. 

Chapter 2 is an overview on the fundamentals of the Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic 

Converter, i.e., definition of logarithm, various logarithmic properties, calculation of 

logarithm, decimal logarithm, necessity of logarithm, computation of logarithm, IEEE 754-

2008 format, FPGA and its advantages, etc. 

Chapter 3 is the detailed explanation of the project work with example. In this chapter, the 

algorithm used for the project work, the techniques applied for the project work, flow 

diagram and simulation results are discussed in detail. 

Chapter 4 of this report presents the simulation result and performance assessment of 

Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter. 

Chapter 5 is the conclusion and recommendation about future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Fundamentals of Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter 

2.1 Introduction 

Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter is a decimal logarithmic converter unit that 

calculates the decimal logarithm of any number up to 34
th

 digits of Mantissa. Before 

understanding Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converters working principle, we have to 

know   the fundamentals of logarithm, i.e., logarithm bases, logarithmic quantities, 

Characteristics, Mantissa, etc. As the logarithmic converter unit is designed for FPGA 

architecture, we need to know about the fundamentals of FPGA architecture too. For the 

calculation of decimal logarithm, we have followed a digit-by-digit Logarithm calculation 

approach similar to [3], [5] and [6]. To understand the design and workflow, the digit by digit 

logarithm calculation algorithm also discussed in details with an example in this chapter. 

In mathematics, Logarithm is the inverse operation to exponentiations. Logarithm of a 

number is the exponent to which another fixed number, the base, must be raised to produce 

that number [1].  

This chapter presents the basics of logarithm, i.e., logarithmic identities, logarithmic 

functions, bases, Characteristics, Mantissa, decimal logarithm, techniques to calculate 

decimal logarithm etc and others basic topics (e.g., IEEE 754 2008 decimal128 format, 

FPGAs and advantages of FPGAs, etc.) related with the work. 

2.2 Logarithm: Definition 

Logarithm of a positive real number x with respect to base b, where b is a positive real 

number and b>1, is the exponent by which b must be raised to yield x.  

For further explanation, let us consider that: logb(x) = y. 

So,  according to the definition of logarithm: b
y 

= x. 
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2.3 Logarithmic Identities 

Several important formulas that relate logarithm to one another are known as logarithmic 

identities or logarithmic laws [1]. Some useful logarithmic identities that are required to 

understand the work are discussed below. 

2.3.1 Trivial Identities 

Logarithm of 1 with respect to any base is always 0. 

logb(1) = 0, because b
0
=1 

Logarithm of a number b with respect to the base b is always 1. 

logb(b) = 1, because b
1
 = b 

Logarithm of 0 (zero) with respect to any base is always undefined. 

logb(0) = undefined, because there is no number x exists for which b
x
 = 0. 

2.3.2 Product, Quotient, Power and Root 

Logarithm of a product is the sum of the logarithms of the numbers being multiplied which 

can be expressed as: 

logb(xy) = logbx + logby 

Logarithm of ratio of two numbers is the difference of the logarithm of the numbers, i.e., 

logb(
�
�) = logbx - logby 

Logarithm of n-th power of a number is n-th times of the logarithm of the number itself. 

logb��= nlogbx 

Logarithm of n-th root of a number is the logarithm of the number divided by n. 

logb√��
 = 

�
�logbx 

2.3.3 Change of Base 

Logarithm of logbx can be calculated from logarithm of b and x with respect to another 

arbitrary base k using the following formula: 

logbx = 
�	
��
�	
�

 

2.3.4 Particular Base 
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Three most frequently used logarithm bases are: e (the irrational mathematical constant, 

e�2.71828), 2 and 10. 

 

Figure 2.1: Plots of three commonly used bases of logarithm functions 

Base e based logarithm is known as Natural logarithm which is mostly used in mathematics, 

physics, chemistry, statistics." economics, information theory and engineering. Natural 

logarithm of x, i.e., log� � can also be written as ln x [1]. 

Base 2 based logarithm, i.e., binary logarithm is used in computer science, information 

theory, music theory, photography, etc. Binary logarithm of a number x is written as lb x [1]. 

Base 10 logarithm, i.e., Common logarithm or Decimal logarithm is mostly used in various 

engineering fields, logarithm tables, handheld calculators, spectroscopy, etc. If base is not 

written in logarithmic expression, it is considered as decimal logarithm [1]. 

In the presented work, our concern is on decimal logarithm, i.e., base 10 logarithms. 

Logarithmic base can be changed from one to another easily by using base conversion 

formula given above. Many of the researchers calculated decimal logarithm by calculating 

binary logarithm first and then, converted the result to decimal logarithm by using base 

conversion formula. But, for real life application, binary logarithmic converters are less 

efficient, time consuming and not suitable for many applications. 

 

2.3.5 Characteristic and Mantissa 
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While calculating Logarithm of a number with respect to a fixed base, the result has two 

portions: the integral part, i.e., Characteristic and decimal part, i.e., Mantissa. In other word, 

in the logarithm of a number, the Characteristics are the value before decimal point and the 

Mantissa are the value after the decimal point. Logarithm of a number is the summation of 

Characteristic and Mantissa. 

Logarithm of a number = Characteristic + Mantissa. 

2.4 Decimal Logarithm  

In real life, most of our calculations are in decimal number system. So, uses of Decimal 

Logarithm are many. Decimal Logarithm plays an important role in finance, astronomy, 

spectroscopy and to calculate many other physical quantities. To measure the earthquake 

intensity, mostly used Richter scale also use Decimal Logarithm. To measure sound loudness 

in decibel involves Decimal Logarithm. In chemistry, to specify the acidity or basicity of an 

aqueous solution, p
H
 scale is used and it also uses Decimal Logarithm. Studying population 

growth, radioactive decay, financial calculations involving interest rates, etc., needs Decimal 

Logarithm for calculations. In hyperbolic geometry, Decimal Logarithm is used to measure 

the distance between points. 

Anything with exponential growth, as for example: while studying population, or nuclear 

reaction in physics, chemical chain reactions in chemistry, or a banker’s time calculation for 

any loan with a specific interest rate, use Decimal Logarithm for calculation. 

Electrical engineers use Decimal Logarithm to work on signal decay. Computer Scientists 

often use logarithm to measure the fastness of program with respect to size of inputs, e.g., 

most good sorting programs take time proportional to n*log(n) to sort a list of n items. 

2.5 Digit-by-Digit Decimal Logarithm Calculation Algorithm 

The general form of any positive number, L can be expressed as: 

L = ∑ ������
��	��  

 = …. + ���� + ���� + ����+������ + ������ +….--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---  (i) 

Here, R is the numerical base, and Ci is the coefficient for the i
th

 power of base R, ranging 

from 0 to R-1. For decimal numbers: base, R = 10. 

According to the definition of logarithm, logarithm of any decimal number, P can be written 

as: 

L = logBP, where P>0              ------------ --- --- --- --- --- --- (ii) 
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Here, B is the base of logarithm. 

Now, from equation (i) and (ii), we can write, 

P = B
L
 = �∑ �� �!"

�#	$"      --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- (iii) 

For decimal numbers, equation (iii) can also be written as: 

P = 10
L
 = 10∑ �����!"

�#	$"     --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- (iv) 

By further expansion of equation (iv), we can write, 

P = … x 10�����x 10��$'���$'x… x10�'��'x 10�(��(x 10�$'��$'x 10�$)�� x ...  --- --- (v) 

Now for computation of decimal logarithm of P, the above equation (v) can be written as: 

log10P = … ( Ci x 10
i 
)+(Ci-1 x 10

i-1
) …+(C1 x 10

1
)+( C0 x 10

0
)+(C-1 x 10

-1
)+(C-2 x 10

-2
) …  

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- (vi) 

For simplicity, these coefficients of the final log result can be divided into two categories: 

Integer, i.e., Characteristic (…, Ci, Ci-1, C1, C0) and Fraction, i.e., Mantissa(C-1, C-2, C-3 …) 

[4] [12] 

To calculate the log of a decimal positive number, P, as shown in (vi), at first we need to set 

the upper limit for i, i.e., imax which is the number of mantissa digit. For this work, we will 

calculate mantissa up to 34-digit after decimal point. So, imax for our proposed quadruple 

decimal logarithmic converter is 34. 

Let us define the range of P:  

10
a
 � P < 10

b
, P>1 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- (vii) 

Where, the exponents a is the number of integers in P-1 and b is the number of integers in P. 

By taking log at the left-hand side of (vii), we find: 

a �  log10P = L --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---(viii) 

Here, a is the Character of L. Therefore, (viii) can be expressed as shown below: 

log10P = a + C-1 x 10
-1

 + C-2 x 10
-2

+ … --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---(ix) 

Therefore, 

P = 10
a
 x 10�$'��$' x 10∑ ��$)

�#	$" ���  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- (x)  
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Now, let us store the input into a temporary variable, A, where 1< A< 10: 

A = 
*
��+ = 10,$'��$' x 10∑ �����$)

�#	$"  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- (xi) 

The division (by 10) operation can be easily implemented by right shifting the input digits. In 

order to determine the fractional parts (e.g. C-1, C-2, C-3 …), we follow the expression shown 

below: 

A
10

 = (	10,$'��$'x 10∑ �����$)
�#	$" )

10
 

 = 10�$' x 10∑ ��$'���$'
�#	$"  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- (xii) 

Then, the first mantissa coefficient’s value, C-1 is calculated by simply counting the number 

of integers in A
10

. The temporary value stored in A
10

 undergoes power range reduction and is 

accumulated back in A. This process of calculating mantissa coefficients continues until imax 

value reach to 34 for our proposed Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter [3] [5]. 

If the decimal logarithm of numbers between 1 and 10 can be calculated by any converter 

successfully, it can be considered that the converter is able to calculate decimal logarithm of 

any number successfully. The presented logarithmic converter is able to calculate the 

logarithm of any decimal number that is greater than 1. 

Any number that lies between 0 and 1 can be expressed as a multiple of 10
-n

 where n is any 

real positive number. As for example, 0.002548 can be written as 2.548 x 10
-2

 

So, from the logarithmic identities logarithm of 0.002548 can be calculated as follow: 

log (0.002548) = log(2.548 x 10
-2

) = log(2.548) + log(10
-2

)=-2+log(2.548) 

If we can calculate log (2.548), we can calculate log (0.002548) easily. For that reason, 

calculation of logarithm for decimal numbers that lies between 0 and 1 has been escaped for 

the work. 

 

2.6 Explanation using Algorithm 

To understand the algorithm better, let us calculate the decimal logarithm of a decimal 

number: 5.62154778 using the digit-by-digit logarithm calculation algorithm mentioned in 

the previous section. 
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According to our algorithm, the number of integers in the number 5.62154778 is 1. So the 

Characteristic of the logarithm of 5.62154778 is = 1-1 = 0. 

Now, we will calculate Mantissa of the logarithm for 5.62154778, i.e., A = 5.62154778 

Let us calculate A
10

, i.e., (5.62154778)
10

 

(5.62154778)
10

= 31518029.86834563509144894788150698357 

In the above number, number of integers = 8. 

So, the 1
st
 digit of our mantissa, i.e., C-1 = decimal point location - 1 = 8-1 =7 

Now for the 2
nd

 digit calculation of the mantissa, set the value of A =
-'(
��. , i.e., 

/�0�1��2.141/504/0�2�55125611�0�421/06
��7  = 3.151802986834563509144894788150698357 

So, let us calculate A
10

 again, i.e., (3.151802986834563509144894788150698357)
10 

(3.151802986834563509144894788150698357)10 = 96736.557304855051494719864163283887479 

After the 2
nd

 iteration, the number of integers in A
10

 is 5. 

So, the 2
nd

 digit of mantissa = 5-1 = 4 and  

A = 9.6736557304855051494719864163283887479 

Again, (9.6736557304855051494719864163283887479)
10 

calculated and, 

(9.6736557304855051494719864163283887479)10 = 7176394009.5745388896300624678976896564 

So, the 3
rd

 digit of mantissa = 10-1 = 9 and 

A = 7.1763940095745388896300624678976896564 

For the 4
th

 digit of mantissa, calculate (7.1763940095745388896300624678976896564)
10 

(7.1763940095745388896300624678976896564)
10 

= 362295341.70909869912180754961714820212 

The 4
th

 digit of the mantissa  = 9-1 = 8 and  

A = 3.6229534170909869912180754961714820212 

By following the above steps up to 34
th

 round we get:  

The 5
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 5 
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The 6
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 5 

The 7
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 9 

The 8
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 0 

The 9
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 6 

The 10
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 2 

The 11
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 7 

The 12
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 5 

The 13
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 0 

The 14
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 0 

The 15
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 3 

The 16
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 4 

The 17
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 9 

The 18
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 7 

The 19
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 9 

The 20
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 8 

The 21
st
 digit of the mantissa is = 0 

The 22
nd

 digit of the mantissa is = 3 

The 23
rd

 digit of the mantissa is = 9 

The 24
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 6 

The 25
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 3 

The 26
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 7 

The 27
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 1 

The 28
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 2 

The 29
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 0 

The 30
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 0 

The 31
st
 digit of the mantissa is = 2 

The 32
nd

 digit of the mantissa is = 6 

The 33
rd

 digit of the mantissa is = 4 

The 34
th

 digit of the mantissa is = 5 
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Table 2.1: Digit-by-Digit Mantissa Calculation for decimal logarithm of the number 5.62154778 

Iteration no. Expression  Value Next Digit 

Initially A = 5.62154778 0 

1st A = 8 9
��(:

10
 = 31518029.86834563509144894788150698357 7 

2nd A = 8 9
��7:

10
 = 96736.557304855051494719864163283887479 4 

3
rd

 A = 8 9
��;:

10
 = 7176394009.5745388896300624678976896564 9 

4th A = 8 9
��<:

10
 = 362295341.70909869912180754961714820212 8 

5
th
 A = 8 9

��=:
10

 = 389607.67209334613301950002698418167795 5 

6th A = 8 9
��>:

10
 = 805888.58359282966539720992112390803427 5 

7
th
 A = 8 9

��>:
10

 = 1155447015.0656322717965754170870950544 9 

8th A = 8 9
��<:

10
 = 4.2413132552258009290241497933676608083 0 

9
th
 A = 8 9

��(:
10

 = 1883664.261209447893889335316499262312 6 

10th A = 8 9
��?:

10
 = 562.38662022017456178834951697868733004 2 

11
th
 A = 8 9

��):
10

 = 31648257.103142487966587104155996008271 7 

12th A = 8 9
��7:

10
 = 100808.6921437500821597113888119896588 5 

13
th
 A = 8 9

��>:
10

 = 1.0838765092400954700473617542906753762 0 

14th A = 8 9
��(:

10
 = 2.2376803060439470807642020931154470762 0 

15
th
 A = 8 9

��(:
10

 = 3147.6062310231431616835695469823917443 3 

16th A = 8 9
��@:

10
 = 95456.160897088784726115820944654005663 4 
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Iteration no. Expression  Value Next Digit 

17th A = 8 9
��;:

10
 = 6281156829.6007559015059813580140186848 9 

18th A = 8 9
��<:

10
 = 95586458.500991140744824185252994115788 7 

19
th
 A = 8 9

��7:
10

 = 6367423149.1576558579120616415427487891 9 

20th A = 8 9
��<:

10
 = 109556240.32634873941408275540866662785 8 

21
st
 A = 8 9

��=:
10

 = 2.4909855042688024046917950534036747397 0 

22nd A = 8 9
��(:

10
 = 9198.393886235757518730280654499844882 3 

23
rd

 A = 8 9
��@:

10
 = 4336307048.3691199132731413750765292314 9 

24th A = 8 9
��<:

10
 = 2350716.5479960222435609088250661231391 6 

25
th
 A = 8 9

��?:
10

 = 5152.3178336782452420976058246789293512 3 

26th A = 8 9
��@:

10
 = 13183370.492953875988158481082608523168 7 

27
th
 A = 8 9

��7:
10

 = 15.858590046596075823730635307381279739 1 

28th A = 8 9
��':

10
 = 100.61106010096784389161852163852068083 2 

29
th
 A = 8 9

��):
10

 = 1.0628139600291584932455702401765005783 0 

30th A = 8 9
��(:

10
 = 1.8389609289707461846118806661854876376 0 

31
st
 A = 8 9

��(:
10

 = 442.30823175463132714951557160549315106 2 

32nd A = 8 9
��):

10
 = 2865828.6533781858288690275886404052263 6 

33
rd

 A = 8 9
��?:

10
 = 37368.202318163712103458990078700281959 4 

34th A = 8 9
��;:

10
 = 530911.40673720018793255760457438300405 5 
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After end of 34
th

 round the Mantissa of the logarithm of 5.62154778 is 

7498559062750034979803963712002645. 

By calculating the logarithm using the digit-by-digit logarithm calculation algorithm for a 

sample decimal number 5.62154778, the result is 

0.7498559062750034979803963712002645which one is similar to the result found in the 

calculator of [11] and error free. 

2.7 IEEE 754-2008 

IEEE 754 is a standard for floating point computation established in 1985 by Institute of 

Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and last revision published in August, 2008. This 

addressed many problems found in diverse floating point implementation and many hardware 

floating point units use this standard. IEEE 754 defines: arithmetic formats, interchange 

formats, rounding rules, operations, exception handling, etc. [12]. 

IEEE 754-2008 defined a group of numbering formats for floating number representation, 

e.g., binary16 (Half), binary32 (Single), binary64 (Double), binary128 (Quadruple), 

binary256 (Octuple), decimal32 (Single), decimal64 (Double), decimal128 (Quadruple), etc. 

[12] [13]. 

IEEE 754 format is a set of representations of numerical values and symbols. Finite numbers, 

either of base-2 (i.e., binary) or base-10 (i.e., decimal), are described as a set of three 

integers: 

Sign (S): Sign bit is a single bit which indicates the positivity or negativity of the number. If 

the number is positive then sign bit, S = 0; for negative numbers, S=1; 

Significand (C): A significand (or coefficient) is an integer value that represents the original 

number. For decimal128 format, a significand is 34 digit integer, which is 113 bit in binary. 

Exponent (Q): Exponent is also an integer which expresses the exponent of the significand.  

According to this, any finite number can be expressed as: (-1)
S
 x C x b

Q 

Here, b is the base, i.e., for binary b = 2, for decimal b = 10. 

For the design and implementation of Quadruple Precision Logarithmic Converter, main 

concern is about Significand of a decimal128, i.e., Quadruple number. As the significand of a 
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IEEE754 decimal128 is a 34 digit integer, the proposed Quadruple Precision Decimal 

Logarithmic Converter’s output: the Mantissa is a 34 digit decimal integer too. 

2.8 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit designed to be configured by 

the customer or designer after manufacturing. The configuration of FPGA is done using a 

Hardware Description Language (HDL), e.g., Verilog HDL, VHDL etc., which is similar to 

that used for Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). FPGAs contain an array of 

Programmable Logic Blocks and a hierarchy of reconfigurable interconnects that allow the 

blocks to be "wired together", like many logic gates that can be inter-wired in different 

configurations. Logic blocks can be configured to perform complex combinational functions 

or merely simple logic gates like AND and XOR. In most FPGAs, logic blocks also include 

memory elements which may be simple flip-flops or more complete blocks of memory. [14] 

 

Figure 2.2: FPGA Structures 

2.9 Advantages of FPGAs 

Main advantage of FPGA is that everything is programmable in FPGA. FPGA is a 

semiconductor IC which can be programmed any time after manufacturing. FPGA consists of 

matrix of Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) which are connected as per program. The 

language such as VHDL and Verilog HDL are used to write higher language code for FPGA 

Programming. Some of many advantages of FPGAs are discussed below: 
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1. Using FPGAs, it is possible to customize the process fully without wasting the resources as 

what we do in controllers. FPGAs have the ability to carry out very big and complex process 

[10]. 

2. FPGA is a customized IC which can implement most digital logic. On the other hand, CPU 

performs an operation by instructions. FPGA is more powerful comparing to CPUs. For 

instance, one can implement a PCI bridge by FPGA what CPU cannot. [10] 

3. FPGAs are excellent to implement the glue logic of the system of different chips. It really 

glues all of them together [10]. 

4. FPGAs are very powerful and much more powerful than microcontroller [10]. 

5.  Another advantage of FPGAs are the ease of prototyping, time to market and low volume 

to use [10]. 

6. Microcontrollers are of low processing power and not enough powerful for processing 

complex applications like telecom applications or especially the data path. Those applications 

need direct hardwired logic to process the packets. In those cases, the choices are FPGA or 

ASIC [10]. 

7. FPGAs are reconfigurable and flexible; limitation of microcontroller does not exist for 

FPGAs [10]. 

8. Using FPGAs, it is possible to make any special purpose processors and it can operate at 

very high clock speeds than controllers [10]. 

9. It is enough to repair the code only, not necessary to think about the layout design in case 

of FPGAs [10]. 

10. When it is a matter of time, the micro is not fast enough; we have to go with hardware, 

i.e., super-fast filtering, sub-microsecond timing, fast counters, video signals and here, comes 

the FPGA's: hardware which we can configure to do exactly what we need [10]. 

11. FPGA can be field programmed. If the power is turned off, the logic will be lost. If we 

need to change some logic in our product, we can easily change it [10]. 

12. Many applications need high speed parallel processing where Microcontrollers fails to 

meet everything and FPGAs are the option in those situations [10]. 
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13. High Speed Communication Protocol based projects can't be implemented using 

microcontroller, for those, FPGA and ASICs are needed [10]. 

14. FPGA supports parallel processing and it is widely used in high-speed and real-time 

processing field, which means speed can be very fast, and multiple control loops can run on a 

single FPGA device at different rates [10]. 

15. FPGAs are speedy, support parallel operations and are flexible [10]. 

16. Availability of FPGA design tools are increasing day by day which is allowing embedded 

control system designers to create and adapt FPGA hardware more quickly [10]. 

17. Because in FPGAs the processing paths are parallel, different operations do not have to 

compete for the same processing resources [10]. 

18. The configurability of FPGAs provide designers with almost limitless flexibility [10]. 

19. In manufacturing and automation contexts, FPGAs are better options for use in robotics 

and machine tool applications as well as for fan, pump, compressor and conveyor control 

[10]. 

20. Unlike processors, FPGAs use dedicated hardware for processing logic and do not have 

an operating system [10]. 

21. FPGAs can be programmed at logic level. It can implement faster and parallel processing 

of signals, which is difficult to be executed by processor [10].  

22. Unlike ASIC which are fixed once programmed, FPGAs are programmable at software 

level at any time. Hence, FPGA IC can be re-programmed or reused any number of times. 

FPGA can also be programmed from remote locations [15].  

23. FPGA ICs are readily available which can be programmed using HDL code in no time. 

Hence, the solution is available faster to the market [15].  

24. Unlike ASIC which requires huge NRE (Non Recurring Expenses) and costly tools, 

FPGA development is cheaper due to less costly tools and no NRE [15].  

25. In FPGA design, software takes care of routing, placement and timing which makes lesser 

manual intervention. The design flow eliminates complex and time consuming place and 

router, floor planning and timing analysis [15].  
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Chapter 3 

Design and Simulation of Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter 

3.1 Introduction 

In the presented work, the Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converters inputs are two integer 

numbers: a number of which decimal logarithms to be calculated and the number is in integer 

format (i.e., the number without any decimal point); another number which indicates the 

decimal point location in the first number from left hand side, i.e., MSB also is an integer. 

Outputs of the Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converters are: Characteristics and Mantissa 

of the decimal logarithm for the given input which are also in integer format. The presented 

Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter unit has been simulated for FPGA platform using 

ModelSim simulator and the design language for the system is Verilog HDL.  

In previous chapter, the fundamentals behind the presented Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic 

Converter has been discussed. This chapter discuss the design; implementation and 

simulation of the proposed Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter and an overview of 

the tools used for the design process.  

3.2 Functional Blocks of Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter 

The Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter is designed using Verilog HDL. Verilog 

HDL cannot handle high precision non integer real type numbers. For this reason, the inputs 

are taken in integer format. The inputs Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic Converter 

are two integer numbers: first input is a decimal number without the decimal point that stored 

in 113-bit register, which represents the decimal number (number of digits in the number is 

up to 34) of which the decimal logarithm to be calculated; and second input is the decimal 

point location, which represents the decimal point location from left hand side in the first 

input and it is stored in a 8-bit register. The outputs of the Quadruple Precision Logarithmic 

Converter are also two integers: a 8-bit register store the value of Characteristic: the first 

output and another 113-bit register store the Mantissa: the second output. 
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The functional block diagram of Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter is shown in 

Figure 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Functional Block diagram of Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter 

Here, we have used Decimal Arithmetic Techniques, i.e., Addition, Subtraction, 

Multiplication and Division in different functional blocks of the Quadruple Decimal 

Logarithmic Converter. 

The functional blocks of the Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter are: Input; Digit 

Counter; Multiplier; Shrinker; Power10 calculator; Controller and Output. Functions of 

different Blocks of the Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter are discussed below. 

3.2.1 Inputs 

Inputs of the proposed Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter are: the Number of which 

Decimal Logarithm to be calculated in a plain integer format, i.e., without any decimal point, 

and the decimal point location, i.e., after how many digits from left hand side, i.e., from the 

MSB the decimal point is located. Inputs in Verilog HDL are always wire. So, the inputs are 

taken through two wire variable: a 113-bit wire and a 8-bit wire and stored into a 113-bit 

register and a 8-bit register respectively.  

 

3.2.2 Digit Counter 

Multiplier 

Output 

Controller 

Digit Counter 

Input 

Power10 Calculator 

Shrinker 
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Digit Counter is the most important functional block of the Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic 

Converter. Digit Counter counts the number of digits in any decimal number that is provided 

to this block. It is used in Multiplier and Controller to set the decimal point location from 

right hand side.  

3.2.3 Multiplier 

Multiplier does simple decimal multiplication operation with the help of Digit Counter block. 

As mentioned earlier, we have two inputs: the number and the decimal point location. 

Multiplier Block takes two numbers and their decimal points as inputs; and generate output of 

the multiplication and the decimal point location after the multiplication. It has 4 Inputs and 2 

Outputs. To understand the Operation of the Multiplier, let us discuss the Multiplication 

operation of decimal arithmetic first.  

In decimal number system, while multiplying two floating point numbers, at first we multiply 

the numbers and later we set the decimal point of the resultant number by counting digit from 

right. As for example, let us consider two floating point number 12.543 and 9.855. At first, 

we multiply 12543 and 9855; the result of 12543 x 9855 = 123611265. Now let us set the 

decimal point location in 123611265. The location of decimal point in 12.543 is 3 digit from 

Right and in 9.855 is 3 digit from Right. So in the multiplication result 123611265 the 

decimal point location should be (3+3=) 6 digit from right. Finally, the result becomes 12.543 

x 9.855 = 123.611265. For that reason, we use digit counter module to count the number of 

digit and set the decimal point location in the output. 

This multiplier block has another dependency on Shrinker block. As shown in above 

example, in the multiplication result of decimal numbers, the number of digits increases 

nearly by double. If we multiply a 34 digit number with another 34 digit number, the result 

will have maximum 68 digits. For that we store the multiplication result in a 232 bit register 

and then convert the multiplication result to 113-bit number with the help of Shrinker block. 

3.2.4 Shrinker 

During the Multiplication by the Multiplier, the number of digits in the multiplication result 

of two given numbers increased up to 68 digit wide decimal number. Shrinker takes the 

multiplication result and stores in a 232-bit register and using division by 10 operation. The 

Most Significant 34 digits are taken and stored a 113-bit register. In other words; if the 

multiplication result contains more than 34 digits, Shrinker module shrinks it to 34 digits. 
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3.2.5 Power10 Calculator 

Power10 Calculator calculates the power 10 for the provided input with the help of Multiplier 

block. From the Controller block, to calculate power10 of any number, the number and the 

decimal point location of the number provided as input to calculate the power10. Power10 

Calculator outputs the power10 result and decimal point location to the Controller Block. To 

calculate power10 of the input, using Multiplication block, at first it calculates the square, 

i.e., power2 of the input and the decimal point in the square. Next, it calculates the power4 

and the decimal point location in the power4. Then, after calculating power4, it calculates 

power8 and decimal point location of power8. Finally, this block multiplies power2 and 

power8 to achieve the final result power10 and sends it to the Controller. 

3.2.6 Controller 

Controller is the main controlling and processing block of the Quadruple Precision 

Logarithmic Converter. Controller takes input, processes the Characteristics, and Mantissa 

and provides this to the Output Block. To calculate Characteristics, Controller lessens the 

Decimal Point Locator of the input by 1 and set as Characteristics value. To Calculate 

Mantissa by digit-by-digit operation, Controller calculates the power10 of the provided input 

and finds the decimal point location value; and less the value by 1 as described in the 

algorithm. Then, it places the digit by digit values by their weight by simply performing 

multiplication with their respective weight of position in mantissa. By this, the controller 

calculates Mantissa and provides both Characteristics and Mantissa to the Output block. 

3.2.7 Output 

Output of the converter displays only the Characteristics and the Mantissa of the provided 

number. Characteristic value is stored in a 8-bit register and Mantissa value is stored in a 

113-bit register. Mantissa calculated by the proposed Quadruple Precision Decimal 

Logarithmic Converter in up to 34
th 

digits wide. 

3.3 Calculation Procedure of the Logarithmic Converter 

For the calculation of Decimal Logarithm using digit-by-digit iterative approach, 

multiplication plays an important role. In this approach, calculation of Power 10, i.e., 10
th 

power of any decimal number is very important. Let us consider a decimal number A. For the 

calculation of 10
th

 power of A, i.e., A
10

, we first calculate A
2
, then from A

2
; we calculate A

4
; 

then from A
4
, we calculate A

8
 and finally, we calculate A

10
 by multiplying A

2
 and A

8
. We 

can summarize the 10
th

 power calculation process as below: 
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A
2
 = A x A; 

A
4
 = A

2
 x A

2
; 

A
8
 = A

4
 x A

4
; 

A
10

 = A
2
 x A

8
; 

This A
10

 calculation is done through the Power10 calculator block of the Quadruple Precision 

Logarithmic Converter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Flow diagram for logarithm calculation. 

For the multiplication, to calculate A
2
, A

4
, A

8
 and A

10
, Multiplier block is used to multiply 

the input values. As stated earlier in 3.2.3, the Multiplier block follows decimal 

multiplication scheme. The Power 10 calculator block calculates A
10

 with the help of 

Start 

YES 

Input a Number: A; 
Input Decimal Point Location in A: dp; 

 

Number: A; 
Set dp = 1; 

i = 1; 
Characteristics = dp-1; 

 

i < =34; 

Calculate: A
10;

 
Set i

th
 digit of Mantissa = dp – 1; 

Set new value of A from A
10

; 
Set dp = 1; 

i = i+1; 

Output: 
Characteristics 

Mantissa 

NO 

End 
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Multiplier block and the output of the Power 10 are two integer numbers: a 34 digit number 

and the decimal point location in the number. 

The controller unit takes the value of the decimal point location from the output of Power 10 

Calculator block, reduces it by 1, and sets it as correspondent digit of mantissa. Then, it sets 

the decimal point location value to 1 and calculates the 10
th

 power of the retrieved number in 

that step.  

3.4 Step-by-step Calculation Procedure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Step by Step Calculation Procedure 

Step 1: Input  

Inputs to the system are two set of wire type variable: a 113 bit wire input for the decimal 

number, and another is 8 bit wire input for the decimal point location. Later, the 

corresponding values of wires are assigned into two register type variables: a 113 bit register 

Step: 1 

Input the number (A) in integer format 

Input the decimal point location in the number: dp 

Step: 2 

Characteristics = dp -1 

Set dp = 1, to calculate Mantissa 

Step: 3 

Calculate A
10

and update A 

1
st
 digit of mantissa = dp -1; 

Again Set dp = 1 

Step: 36 

Repeat of Step: 3 up to 34th times to calculate 

up to 34th digit of mantissa; 

 

Step: 37 

Logarithm = Characteristics + Mantissa 

Outputs the Characteristics and Mantissa 
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and another is a 8 bit register for further processing. At the end of the step, we have number: 

A, and the decimal point location: dp 

Let us consider a number 387.491523 of which logarithm to be calculated. So, our input 

becomes: A = 387491523 and dp = 3. 

Step 2: Calculation of Characteristics 

After step 1, we have two numbers: the 113 bit number and the 8 bit decimal point location. 

In this step, Characteristics calculated by reducing the decimal point location value by 1, i.e., 

dp -1. After calculation of Characteristics, it is stored in a 8 bit register.  

When the calculation of Characteristics is completed, decimal point location: dp is set to 1, 

i.e., dp = 1; to start the calculation procedure of Mantissa. 

According to the inputs of Step 1, Characteristics = 3-1 =2;  

At the end of the Step 2: A = 387491523 and dp = 1; 

Step 3: Calculation of Mantissa 

As we declared earlier that the Mantissa is a 34 digit integer, Mantissa values are stored in a 

113 bit reg. Iteration starts and total number of 34 iterations are required to complete the 

calculation of Mantissa. For the calculation of each digits of Mantissa, calculation of A
10

 is 

required and after the operation of A
10

, the dp-1 value stands for the i
th

 digit of Mantissa and 

for next iteration, the new value of A
10

 truncated and stored in A and set =1 for the next 

iteration.  

The A
10

 calculation procedure, as stated in 3.3, starts with the calculation of A
2
. When A

2
 is 

calculated the values are:  

A
2
 = A * A = 150149680396859529; 

dp = 2; 

When we perform any decimal multiplication operation, number of digits in the 

multiplication result is the sum of the number of digits in multiplicands or 1 less than the 

sum. In the above multiplication operation, 387491523 have 9 decimal digits; so, the sum of 

the number of digits in multiplicands is 18. Now, when multiplying two decimal floating 

point number, the decimal point location in the result is the sum of the decimal point location 

from right hand side in the multiplicands. As we mentioned, our number 3.87491523 has 9 
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digits, and the decimal point location from left side, i.e., beginning is 1; so the decimal point 

location from right side = 8. Now, in the multiplication result, decimal point location from the 

right becomes 8 + 8 = 16. As mentioned that A
2
 has 18 decimal digits, the decimal point 

location becomes 18-16 = 2 from the beginning, i.e., left side. For this, after calculating A
2
, 

the above output comes for calculating A
4 

next. After following same operations, it becomes: 

A
4
 = A

2
 * A

2
= 22544926523279062726098925758101841; 

dp = 4; 

Now, the result for A
4
 stored in a 225 bit register variable and the number of digits is 35. 

Before calculating A
8
, A

4
 truncated into a 113 bit register variable so that number of digits 

don’t exists 34. So, after truncating the values are: 

A
4
 = 2254492652327906272609892575810184; 

dp = 3; 

Now, A
8
 is: 

A
8
 = A

4
 * A

4
  

 = 50827371194005176683949458729637391865152250497577315596025132758928; 

 = 5082737119400517668394945872963739; 

dp = 5; 

Finally, A
10

 Calculated and the values become: 

A
10

 = 76317135401924217897995344067822249558360472398838283577607320642334 

       = 7631713540192421789799534406782224; 

dp = 6; 

At the end of the first iteration, i.e., when i=1, A
10 

is calculated and now the values of A
10

 and 

dp are: 

A
10

 =7631713540192421789799534406782224; 

dp = 6; 

Now, the first digit of our Mantissa calculated and it is dp-1= 6-1= 5. 

Following the above procedure of Step 3 for the calculation of next 33 digits to next 33 steps 

the Mantissa is: 5882622060562843912132047373965797 
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Step 37: Outputs 

After the completion of calculation, both Characteristics and Mantissa are stored in respective 

register variable and are sent to output through a 8 bit wire and another 113 bit wire. 

3.5 Design and Simulation Tools 

For the design of Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic Converter, Verilog is used as 

Hardware Description Language (HDL). For the simulation of the design, ModelSim 

Simulator for Altera Starter Edition, version 10.1b are used. Overview of Verilog HDL and 

ModelSim Simulator for Altera Starter Edition, version 10.1b are discussed below. 

3.6 Verilog 

A hardware description language (HDL) is a specialized computer language that is used to 

describe the structure and behavior of electronic circuits, and most commonly, digital logic 

circuits. It enables a precise, formal description of an electronic circuit that allows for the 

automated analysis and simulation of an electronic circuit [16]. 

Verilog is a hardware description language (HDL) used to model electronic systems. Verilog 

standardized as IEEE 1364.  It is most commonly used in the design and verification of 

digital circuits at the register-transfer level of abstraction. It is also used in the verification of 

analog circuits and mixed-signal circuits, as well as in the design of genetic circuits [17]. 

3.7 ModelSim Simulator 

The simulation of the proposed work is done using ModelSim Simulator for Altera Starter 

Edition, version 10.1b. ModelSim is a multi-language HDL simulation environment by 

Mentor Graphics, for simulation of hardware description languages such as VHDL, Verilog 

and SystemC, and includes a built-in C debugger. ModelSim can be used independently, or in 

conjunction with Intel Quartus Prime, Xilinx ISE or Xilinx Vivado. Simulation is performed 

using the graphical user interface (GUI), or automatically using scripts [18]. 

ModelSim offers multiple editions, such as: ModelSim PE, ModelSim SE and ModelSim XE. 

ModelSim SE offers high-performance and advanced debugging capabilities, while 

ModelSim PE is the entry level simulator for hobbyists and students. ModelSim SE is used in 

large multi-million gate designs and is supported on Microsoft Windows and Linux, in 32-bit 

and 64-bit architectures [10]. 
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ModelSim XE stands for Xilinx Edition. It is specially designed for integration with Xilinx 

ISE. ModelSim XE is used for testing of HDL programs written for Xilinx Virtex/Spartan 

series FPGAs without need of physical hardware [10]. 

ModelSim can also be used with MATLAB/Simulink, using Link for ModelSim. Link for 

ModelSim is a fast bidirectional co-simulation interface between Simulink and ModelSim. 

For such designs, MATLAB provides a numerical simulation toolset, while ModelSim 

provides tools to verify the hardware implementation & timing characteristics of the design 

[18]. 

ModelSim uses a unified kernel for simulation of all supported languages, and the method of 

debugging embedded C code is the same as VHDL or Verilog. ModelSim products enable 

simulation, verification and debugging for VHDL, Verilog, Verilog 2001, SystemVerilog, 

PSL and SystemC languages [18]. 
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Chapter 4 

Result and Discussion 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the final outcome of the design and simulation of our proposed 

Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter. The goal of the work was to design a highly 

precise, i.e., Quadruple Precise Decimal Logarithmic Converter. The Simulation result of the 

Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter has been tested for a set of sample data and the 

output is compared with another highly precise logarithm calculator’s output found in [11]. 

4.2 Simulation and Results 

We have simulated our designed Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter for a list of test 

values given in the Table 4.1 and compared them with a Calculator Program’s output. A set 

of random numbers are taken as the test value and their corresponding inputs to the system 

are displayed in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 column of Table 4.1. The simulation outputs, i.e., 

Characteristics and Mantissa are displayed in the 4
th

 and 5
th

 column of the Table. For 

comparison of the simulation output, we need a highly precise calculator. Windows built in 

calculator program supports up to 31
th

 digits of Mantissa. To be more precise, an online 

calculator found in [11], which is able to calculate larger number of Mantissa digits than our 

requirements. Comparison between our proposed Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic 

Converter’s output and calculated output using [11] for the dataset of Table 4.1 discussed 

below for the performance assessment of the Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic 

Converter. A comparison between others reference system in terms of precision level shown 

at the end of the chapter.  
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Table 4.1: Simulated Outputs of the Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter for test data 

  

Decimal No 
number: 1

st
 input 

Number in integer format 

dp: 2
nd

 input 

Decimal Point 

Location 

Characteristics Mantissa 

1.0 1 1 0 0 

25699.88 2569988 5 4 409931095492403532557257336192570 

387.491523 387491523 3 2 5882622060562843912132047373965797 

4.987 4987 1  6978393682183630160782012675992253 

5.62154778 562154778 1 0 7498559062750034979803963712002645 

65.325698 65325698774 2 1 8150840588269003668461090572255932 

799985.258 799985258 6 5 9030819839566401204710440929434954 

8.3445 83445 1 0 9214003189965092210359649017516568 

9.81 981 1 0 9916690073799485097905691141241059 

10 10 2 1 0 
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Figure 4.1: Simulation using ModelSim
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Case 1: 1.0 

 

Figure 4.2: Simulated Output for input value 1.0. 

 

Figure 4.3: Calculated Output for input value 1.0 

For the calculation of logarithm of the decimal number 1.0 using the Quadruple Decimal 

Logarithmic Converter, the inputs to the Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter for the 

number 1.0 are: 1 and 1. The outputs as shown our Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic 

Converter using Modelsim Simulation (in Figure 4.2) are: chart = 0 and mantissa = 0. 

Table 4.2: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 1. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 1.0 0 0 

Calculation 1.0 0 0 
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Case 2: 25699.88 

 

Figure 4.4: Simulated output for input value 25699.88 

 

Figure 4.5: Calculated output for input value 25699.88 

For the calculation of logarithm of the decimal number 25699.88 using the Quadruple 

Decimal Logarithmic Converter the inputs for the number 25699.88 are: 2569988 and 5. The 

outputs as shown in Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter using Modelsim Simulation 

(in Figure 4.4) are: chart = 4 and mantissa = 4099310954924035325572573361932570. [11] 

Calculated logarithm value is: 4.409931095492403532557257336192570993. 

Table 4.3: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 2. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 25699.88 4 409931095492403532557257336192570 

Calculation  25699.88 4 409931095492403532557257336192570993 
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Case 3: 387.491523 

 

Figure 4.6: Simulated output for input value 387.491523 

 

Figure 4.7: Calculated output for input value 387.491523 

For the decimal number 387.491523our inputs are: 387491523 and 3. The outputs as shown 

in the Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic Converter using Modelsim Simulation (in 

Figure 4.6) are: chart = 2 and mantissa = 5882622060562843912132047373965797. 

[11] Calculated logarithm value is: 2.5882622060562843912132047373965797856 

Table 4.4: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 3. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 387.491523 2 5882622060562843912132047373965797 

Calculation  387.491523 2 5882622060562843912132047373965797856 

 

Case 4: 4.987 
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Figure 4.8: Simulated output for input value 4.987 

 

Figure 4.9: Calculated output for input value 4.987 

For the Calculation of the logarithm of decimal number 4.987our inputs are: 4987 and 1. The 

outputs as shown by Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic Converter Simulation are: 

chart = 0 and mantissa = 6978393682183630160782012675992253. [11] Calculated 

logarithm value is: 0.69783936821836301607820126759922537274 

Table 4.5: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 4. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 4.987 0 6978393682183630160782012675992253 

Calculation  4.987 0 69783936821836301607820126759922537274 

 

 

Case 5: 5.62154778 
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Figure 4.10: Simulated result for input value 5.62154778 

 

Figure 4.11: Calculated Result for input value 5.62154778 

Next calculating logarithm for the decimal number 5.62154778 using the presented 

Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter. Inputs for 5.62154778 are: 562154778 and 1. 

The outputs given by Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter using Modelsim Simulation 

are: Characteristic = 0 and Mantissa = 7498559062750034979803963712002645. [11] 

Calculated logarithm value is: 0.7498559062750034979803963712002645725 

Table 4.6: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 5. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 5.62154778 0 7498559062750034979803963712002645 

Calculation  5.62154778 0 7498559062750034979803963712002645725 

 

Case 6: 65.325698 
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Figure 4.12: Simulated Result for 65.325698 

 

Figure 4.13: Calculated Result for 65.325698 

For the number 65.325698 inputs are: 65325698 and 2; and the outputs are: 1 

and8150840588269003668461090572255932. Calculated logarithm value for 65.325698 is 

1.8150840588269003668461090572255932352. 

Table 4.7: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 6. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 65.325698 1 8150840588269003668461090572255932 

Calculation  65.325698 1 8150840588269003668461090572255932352 

 

 

Case 7: 799985.258 
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Figure 4.14: Simulation Result for 799985.258 

 

Figure 4.15: Calculated Result for 799985.258 

For 799985.258 inputs are: 799985258 and 6; and the outputs are: 5 and 

9030819839566401204710440929434954. Calculated logarithm value for 799985.258 is 

5.903081983956640120471044092943495435. 

Table 4.8: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 7. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 799985.258 5 9030819839566401204710440929434954 

Calculation  799985.258 5 903081983956640120471044092943495435 

 

 

 

Case 8: 8.3445 
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Figure 4.16: Simulation Result for 8.3445 

 

Figure 4.17: Calculated Result for 8.3445 

For 8.3445 inputs are: 83445 and 1; and the outputs are: 0 and 

9214003189965092210359649017516568. Calculated logarithm value for 8.3445 is 

0.92140031899650922103596490175165684677 

Table 4.9: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 8. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 8.3445 0 9214003189965092210359649017516568 

Calculation  8.3445 0 92140031899650922103596490175165684677 

 

 

 

 

Case 9 : 9.81 
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Figure 4.18: Simulation Result for 9.81 

 

Figure 4.19: Calculation Result for 9.81 

For 9.81 inputs are: 981 and 1; and the outputs are: 0 and 

9916690073799485097905691141241059. Calculated logarithm value for 9.81 is: 

0.99166900737994850979056911412410590504. 

Table 4.10: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 9. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 9.81 0 9916690073799485097905691141241059 

Calculation  9.81 0 99166900737994850979056911412410590504 

 

 

 

Case 10: 10 
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Figure 4.20: Simulation Result for 10 

 

Figure 4.21: Calculation Result for 10 

For 10 inputs are: 10 and 2; and the outputs are: 1 and 0. Calculated logarithm value for 10 is 

1. 

Table 4.11: Comparison between Simulated and Calculated output for Case 10. 

Result Type Number Characteristics Mantissa 

Simulation 10 1 0 

Calculation  10 1 0 

 

 

 

4.3 Result Analysis 
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For the cases mentioned in 4.2, the logarithm of all the numbers from the Table 4.1 are 

accurate up to 34
th

 digit of Mantissa. No error observed for the test data set of Table 4.1. So, 

we can claim that the presented Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic Converter is 

accurate and precise enough for the calculation up to 34
th

 digit of Mantissa. 

A comparison of the proposed Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic Converters with 

some others proposed Logarithmic Converters are given in Table 4.12. 

Table 4.12: Comparison between various logarithmic converters in terms of accuracy level 

System Proposed Schemes No of Digits 
Accuracy 

Riaz-ul-Haque M. et al. [10] Shift with precision unit 8 

Dongdong et al. [19] Curve fitting 3 

Dongdong et al. [20] Digit Recurrence 14 

Ramin et al. [3] Iterative 10 

Ramin et al. [5] Iterative 16 

Presented Iterative 34 

The above comparison indicates that, the presented Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic 

Converter is highly precise comparing with the others proposed logarithmic converter and it 

is able to calculate up to 34
th

 Mantissa digit accurately.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

5.1 Conclusion 

Direct calculation of highly precise decimal logarithm is a requirement for precision sensitive 

application. By the antilog operation, the original number can’t be retrieved if the logarithmic 

results are not highly precise. Some errors in the calculation may affect the result of the 

applications drastically. As for example: applications that deals with financial services are 

highly sensitive to precision; a little percentage of error or a small change in the result can 

cause great impact on the outcome of those applications. Precisions are also important for 

scientific applications; applications related to astronomy, applications used by navigators, 

too. To design a highly precise decimal logarithmic converter was the aim of the work and it 

is achieved successfully. 

As IEEE 754-2008 revised and decimal128 format defined, the number of digit in the 

significand of a decimal128, i.e., quadruple number format is 34. Proposed Quadruple 

Decimal Logarithmic Converter is able to calculate decimal logarithm up to 34
th

 digit of 

Mantissa of any decimal number accurately.  

Though the proposed Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter is designed and simulated 

through ModelSim simulator, it is not implemented on any hardware platform like FPGA. 

For that reason, no performance matrix, i.e., power consumption of the proposed circuitry, 

no. of logic gates requirements etc. can’t be calculated for this work. But, for a set of test 

data, the presented work has been simulated and the outcome compared with a standard 

calculator found in [11]. The detailed comparison of the outcome and inputs of the proposed 

Quadruple Precision Decimal Logarithmic Converter are discussed in Chapter 4 in detail. 

From the discussion it is proved that for the test data set the presented Quadruple Precision 

Decimal Logarithmic Converter calculates up to 34
th

 digit of mantissa precisely. 

5.3 Future Work 

As stated earlier, the proposed Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter is a simulation 

based work. In future, the proposed Quadruple Decimal Logarithmic Converter can be 

implemented on hardware architecture, e.g., FPGA and various performance matrices can be 

calculated for performance analysis of the work. Improvement of the works in terms of power 

consumption, no. of logic gates, calculation speed, etc., may also be done as future works. 
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Outcome of the Project 

A conference paper has been published from the part of the research as presented in this 

report. 
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